NORTHWEST CAREER COLLEGES FEDERATION
Training Workshop
Wednesday, May 17th
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Doubletree Hotel – Seattle Southcenter

Active Shooter and
Critical Incident Response
Preparing for the Unthinkable
Schools have the responsibility to train staff and faculty with the skills and ability to defend
students during an unthinkable scenario – an active shooter on campus. Fortunately this
training exists and will help protect your students and faculty.
This is the world we’re living in now, and thinking “this would
never happen at my school” is naïve and irresponsible. Is your
answer to somehow get your students to evacuate, run and
hide? Good luck with the victim mentality. The other option is to
fortify and defend those who cannot evaluate safely. Which would
you prefer? Knowledge, training and planning wins every time.

“This one of the
most important
training sessions
we’ve had at Perry.
It’s essential for the
safety of students
and staff.”
Christine Cote
President, Perry Tech

“Gap” training focuses on the time span from the first shot fired to
the time the police arrive, enter and make contact with the
suspect(s). The “gap” time has a national average of 10-14 minutes
when the staff and students are on their own. Police are trained
and equipped to stop the shooter but are almost never there during this “gap” period.

We will be offering this training in two phases. Phase 1 is a four hour block of training,
demonstrating lock downs and active shooter scenarios. We will deal with the mindset needed
to protect and proceed, the reality of a real world active shooter situation and what to expect
beyond the training room. Your presenter will provide all the necessary training
equipment. Those that wish not to participate can watch the drills. This will cover how to
properly barricade entrances and also how to effectively stop active shooters by using effective
tools and understanding some of the predicable common behavioral patterns.
This training will be held as a workshop on May 17th from 2:00 pm-5:30pm. Register below.
Phase II delivers hands-on demonstration, offered in a 45 minute breakout on May 18th as part
of the Annual Conference. This portion is where the attendees will walk through active shooter
scenarios and be given the opportunity to implement the tools discussed in Phase 1.
Participants will see why the “Gap” training system is critical component in not only surviving an
active shooter scenario but effectively stopping an active shooter so others will survive. “Gap” is

now one of the leading active shooter response trainings in the United States. This training will
change the way you look at how to deal with an Active Shooter and does not require any
specialized background or training to accomplish

ABOUT THE PRESENTER
Jon Ladines is the founder of Force Dynamics Security Consulting, a training company that deals primarily
with Active Shooter-Critical Incident Response training for schools, hospitals and churches nationwide. He
spent 15 years in law enforcement as a Washington State Trooper and a Richland police officer, serving on
two SWAT teams before leaving to run the Force Dynamics training program full time.
While in law enforcement, Jon served as a Firearms and Defensive Tactics instructor, Academy instructor
and has an extensive background in Counter Terrorism training.
Gap Training has been a highly successful program in dealing with the issues surrounding Active Shooter
scenarios, changing lock down procedures and changing the mindset of school staff into a defensive
mindset rather than the concept of Run, Hide, and Fight which keeps the mind in a victim mentality.

Registration
Event: May 17, 2017, 2:00 PM to 5:30 PM | Doubletree Hotel Southcenter, Seattle
Name _____________________________________________________email ____________________________________
Name _____________________________________________________email ____________________________________
Name _____________________________________________________email ____________________________________
School ________________________________________________________________________________________
Fee: $55 per person

# registering ______________

( ) Check enclosed for $ _____________
Credit card
Name on Card ________________________________________________________________________________
Card Number ____________________________________________________________exp date____________
Return to:
Northwest Career Colleges Federation
8300 28th Court NE, Suite 400 | Lacey, WA 98516
Scan to: gena@nwcareercolleges.org
360.292.4798

REGISTER FOR THE FULL CONFERENCE HERE

